
INT. PLAYROOM - DAY

C/U of a window sill mounted OUTDOOR THERMOMETER showing that 
the temperature is high and RISING. We PULL BACK through the 
open window and past a BLOWING FAN, just as MARLA and JACK 
come racing into the room. 

JACK1
I get to sit in front of the fan - 
called it, locked it, put it in my 
pocket!

MARLA2
Not if I get there first!

They both arrive at the same time and flop down together.

JACK/MARLA3
(impact, flop down... relieved 
<SIGH> as the cool air hits them)

MARLA4
This must be the hottest day of the 
summer, Jack.

JACK5
You mean the hottest, roastiest, 
sweatiest, toastiest day ever!

(to camera, noticing the 
kids at home)

Oh - Hi, Wonder Buddies! Marla and 
I have just come in from playing 
outside to cool down - but I don’t 
know if this fan’s going to do it.

MARLA6
You know what would cool us down 
Jack? A nice, big, cold scoop of 
ice cream!

SF/X <MAGIC CHIMES>. 

The <CHIMES> makes Marla and Jack look over to the bookshelf 
and the SNOW GLOBE we all know - that one with the world 
inside it floating in a sea of glitter. It’s starting its 
routine, emitting a glowing light, as colorful sparkles swirl 
within!

MARLA7
Hey! The magic snow globe likes the 
sound of that, too... I think it 
wants to show us how ice cream is 
made!



JACK8
Awesome! I’d love to know that!

(to camera)
How about you, Wonder Buds? Do you 
want to know how ice cream is made? 

(beat)
You do? Great!

They move to the snow globe, excited. Marla picks it up and 
shakes it in rhythm to the magic words she and Jack speak. As 
they do this, the colorful sparkles within the globe swirl 
faster and faster, extending out into the room;

JACK/MARLA9
Then off on a fact-finding journey we go 
Into the magical sparkles to know 
The WHERE, 
The WHAT,
The WHY and HOW
Of the world around us 
Our journey starts NOW!

As they say “WHERE?”, “WHAT?” “WHY?” and “HOW?” the words 
appear out of the glitter and orbit our heroes. The sparkles 
envelop them and suck them into the snow globe.

CUT TO:

EXT. FARM - DAY

ESTABLISH a barn, a fenced paddock, a silo - your typical 
farm - as a cloud of swirling sparkles delivers Marla and 
Jack to the scene. They look around.

JACK10
A farm!

MARLA11
I wonder why the globe sent us to a 
farm. I thought we’d be going 
somewhere cold to learn how 
something as cold as ice cream is 
made.

(to camera)
Wonder Buddies, do you know why 
we’re on a farm?

From O/S we hear;

COW (O.S.)12
(moo)
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JACK13
(giggles) Was that your tummy? You 
must really want some ice cream.

COW (O.S.)14
(moos again)

MARLA15
That’s not my tummy, Jack. It 
sounds more like --

A COW wanders into frame behind them.

JACK/MARLA16
A cow!

MARLA17
(to camera)

Ummm. Do you think a cow might have 
something to do with how ice cream 
is made?

The cow looks up to them, smiles and;

COW18
It all starts with meee - moooooo!

Jack and Marla find a talking cow funny (who wouldn’t?).

JACK/MARLA19
(giggle)

JACK20
(to camera)

Wonder Buddies, we just found the 
answer to WHERE ice cream begins!

SUPER: the word “WHERE?” sparkles on screen.

MARLA21
On a farm!

JACK22
With a cow!

COW23
That’s me!
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